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Aries: Tarot says that there is a very high possibility of someone cheating on you at work, this
could also mean that somebody might drag you into a situation you are not responsible for. All
you need to do to come out of such a thing is to have patience, trying hard to prove yourself can
also be not good at times, if you lose your temper then you might invite more problems for
yourself. So handle things with cool mind. Lucky color for the day is maroon and lucky numbers
for you will be number 5 and 7.

Taurus: This day is full of happiness and luxury for you, if you are in a relationship then be
prepared to treat your girl like a princess as she is going to be really demanding. You will get all
situations before you that will make you feel really good about yourself. Your hard work is surely
going to pay you back if not in monetary terms then at least you will get an appreciation from
people around you, right now that is what you really need. Lucky color for you is yellow and
lucky numbers for you will be number 3 and 8.
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Gemini: This day will shower the light of divine on you and this light will improve your visibility to
a great extent, you will be able to see things very clearly and your life path will be there right in
front of you which will stop your mind to wander here and there. This day will bring a new
beginning for you, be prepared for it and make sure that you accept those changes, acceptance
is very important for your higher growth. Lucky color for you is pink and lucky numbers for the
day will be number 1 and 4.

Cancer: Your negative thoughts are blocking you to grow higher in life, you wish for success
and growth but fail to get it, and it’s somewhere in your mind you have blocked the
manifestation of all that you want. Today, watch your thoughts very carefully, in case you feel
that a negative thought is knocking your mind, just let it go and don’t pay any attention to it. Try
applying this technique on the words uttered by people around you, if you feel that they are not
saying something that sounds like a music to your ears, watch the thought popping up in your
mind, if it is negative, let it go and see how smoothly things work out for you ahead. Lucky color
for the day is purple and lucky numbers for you will be number 4 and 8.
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Leo: Learn to take a stand for your own self, involving others in your problems may not always
help and be in your favor, this is your life and you are supposed to take care of it, so buckle up
and take charge , fight with problems alone and try to find out the way to come out of them. Lust
about something will not fetch any result for you, rather love people for their beautiful heart, lust
if lasts for long will make relations really sour which will not be liked by you. Lucky color for the
day is white and lucky numbers for you will be number 1 and 6.

Virgo: You are going to have a good time with your partner and realize that how lucky you are to
have him in your life because of his knowledge in spirituality and the way he takes care of you,
this is what every person wants, love and attention. You might get a job opportunity that will
involve a lot of travelling, don’t be in a rush to accept this offer because there will be a lot of
problems, in case you plan to accept it then be prepared for a rocky career and if you give up
later ,you will lose a lot, if you move ahead with courage, victory will be yours. Lucky color for
green and lucky numbers for the day will be number 2 and 5.

Libra: You will have to be very firm with your decisions today and have to convince everyone to
follow them, you need to have a lot balance between your thoughts and words, think twice
before making any statement, you never know what impact it can have on the other person.
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Your job will demand a lot of hard work today, so be prepared to put in a lot of efforts, but don’t
consider that as a burden, you will enjoy doing your work and will be pleased when it will fetch
good results. Lucky color for you is brown and lucky numbers for you will be number 7 and 8.

Scorpio: Tarot says that you to some extent have lost the track of your life, you are yourself not
aware of where you are heading, ask someone who is sensible and possess a lot of knowledge
to guide you to the track again. You might be asked to travel near some water body, there is a
very high possibility of your career taking a new turn today, make sure that you ask for a
suggestion from someone you trust before taking any move ahead. Lucky color for you is
Orange and lucky numbers for the day will be number 1 and 6.

Sagittarius: You might have two thoughts striking your mind at the same time especially in the
area of your relationships, you might think it’s worth it and on the other hand you will be
skeptical about it. You will be the same with your finances as well, if you need something you
need it, if you don’t need something you don’t need it, there’s no second thought about it,
analyzing can create troubles at time so stop doing that. You might hear from someone you love
but is not in touch with you since long. Lucky color for you is green and lucky numbers for 2 and
6.
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Capricorn: You are going to get a new job or business opportunity; this will be an awesome
opportunity for you and will bring a lot of positive change in your life. Now is the time to forget all
what went bad in the past and be prepared to welcome the future with lots and lots of
happiness. You have the capability to capture the world, little ups and downs in life should not
bother you at all, if something goes wrong, give it some time and it will be fine again. Lucky
color for the day is golden and lucky numbers for you will be number 3 and 7.

Aquarius: In case you are looking for a partner, there is a very high possibility of you getting one
today, in fact you might get a lot of options or choices, be very wise and pick the right one for
yourself. It’s a good day to invest in a property or buy any vehicle, you will be in profit. Lucky
color for the day is blue and lucky numbers for you will be number 4 and 7.
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Pisces: Today you will have to prove yourself and your capabilities, divine is going to test your
faith hence you will come across a lot of situations that will test you patience, and your inner
strength. If you will believe in yourself then nobody will be able to defeat you, in case you think
that you don’t have the courage to fight back whatever comes your way then you are surely
going to lose. There is a possibility of someone spreading a rumor against you so be very
cautious and confirm any news before believing it. Lucky color for the day is maroon and lucky
numbers for you will be number 6 and 8.
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